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BUILT FOR THE FUTURE
Do your business applications need to quickly adapt to
changing customer demands, regulatory constraints
and market conditions? Is it important for your business
applications to be up and running 24x7 and highly scalable?

Not even close. Progress is constantly innovating and
staying ahead of trends. Like mobile, cloud and SaaS. So
OpenEdge customers have a state-of-the-art application
development platform that continuously meets their needs
and that of the ever-changing business landscape.

With Progress OpenEdge you can build and deploy dynamic
process-centric applications across any platform, mobile
device on premise or in the cloud.
Progress OpenEdge has been powering businesses across the
globe for over 30 years. But not with 30-year old technology.

Today, over 47,000 businesses

The world’s #2
food and beverage
company

The world’s #2 car
manufacturer

The world’s #1
breakfast cereal
manufacturer

The #1 US bank

The world’s largest
restaurant chain

The world’s leading
chemical distribution
company

The UK’s largest
real estate agency

The world’s
largest diversified
mining group

and 4 million users power
their businesses with applications
built on OpenEdge, including:

3

At the same time, we have delivered one of the most flexible
reliable, scalable and affordable application development
platforms in the industry.
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WHY PROGRESS OPENEDGE?
MOVING YOUR BUSINESS FORWARD
Having the right software for your business can mean the difference
between getting ahead and falling behind.
In a world where the only constant is change, it is essential that your
solution fits the needs of your business today but also has the flexibility
to adapt to shifting business requirements. OpenEdge is meeting those
needs for thousands of companies around the world, giving them the
agility they need to:

“ In looking at the experience of Progress
OpenEdge customers and partners,
Nucleus found they could deliver
application innovation at a faster pace
and lower overall cost than competing
development environments,

»» Grow their business

accelerating time to value and

»» Accelerate their time to value

increasing business flexibility.”

»» Pursue new markets and opportunities

Nucleus Research

»» Increase profitability
»» Achieve a competitive edge

Many of our customers have been powering their businesses
with OpenEdge for 10 or even 20+ years. The reason they stay?
OpenEdge delivers continuous innovation, enabling our customers
to leverage their existing investments while quickly, easily
and affordably evolving their applications to support their
business strategy, meet customer requirements and keep
up with market trends.
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MEETING YOUR BUSINESS GOALS WITH PROGRESS OPENEDGE
OpenEdge delivers

OpenEdge enables

THE LOWEST ADMINISTRATIVE
OVERHEAD COSTS in the industry and a FASTER ROI

BUSINESS AGILITY
Rapid development and deployment
paradigms enable quick modification
to apps as needs change.

70

Companies devote
% less resource support
for an OpenEdge app than one on Oracle.1
OpenEdge apps don’t
need full-time DBAs.

Data storage
costs can be
up to 75% lower
for OpenEdge
applications.2

OpenEdge has a low resource footprint and requires
little to no maintenance.
40% FASTER

75%

30%
COST
SAVINGS

OpenEdge customers
develop their applications
40% faster with a 30%
cost savings compared
to alternative platforms.

OpenEdge offers

ROCK SOLID RELIABILITY
AND SECURITY
Automatic crash recovery, replication and
fail-over clusters, audit trail generation,
encryption, physical multi-tenancy and
more keep your data secure.

OpenEdge is

OpenEdge-based applications are

Automatic crash recovery, replication and fail-over
clusters, audit trail generation, encryption, physical
multi-tenancy and more keep your data secure.

OpenEdge supports all industry
standards and trends like SaaS, Cloud
and Mobile, and can easily accommodate
new standards as they evolve.

HIGHLY SCALABLE to support growth

DESIGNED FOR CHANGE

1 Nucleus Research Guidebook: Progress OpenEdge.
2 Forrester Whitepaper: Evaluate the Economic Impact of the Progress OpenEdge Platform.
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Progress OpenEdge supports everyday
products and services—from the food you
eat and the soda you drink, to the bank you
rely on and the car you drive.
Built for any industry, OpenEdge is used by
some of the most successful companies in
the world—large and small.
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Aerospace and Defense
Travel and Leisure
Healthcare
Manufacturing
Real Estate
Finance

Top reasons why partners and customers
chose OpenEdge over competing
development environments such as IBM,
Oracle, Microsoft, and Salesforce.com:

GET POWERED BY PROGRESS

2

Reduced time
to delivery

4

Breadth
of delivery

3

Performance
and stability

5

The overall relationship
with Progress

Nucleus Research

1

6

Ease and cost
of development
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PROGRESS OPENEDGE IS
POWERING BUSINESSES
EVERYWHERE…
»» Improving energy efficiency. Eaton, the world’s #1 power
management company, is consolidating distribution.
»» Increasing sales. Foxwoods, the world’s largest resort
casino, is improving online reservations.
»» Reducing down time. Quicken Loans, the leading US
online home loan lender, is reducing loan agreement
times for tens of thousands of customers.

BUT DON’T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT.
Many of our customers have been willing to share their
OpenEdge experience. The following customer stories are
real world, diverse examples of how customers across
industries and around the world are using OpenEdge to
power their business.
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THE POWER AND
REACH OF PROGRESS
OPENEDGE

CASE STUDIES
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KINETIX

www.progress.co

INDUSTRY: RETAIL | HEADQUARTERS: THE NETHERLANDS

TIE KINETIX
MOVING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
The business of ecommerce moves at the
speed of light. With customer requirements
constantly changing, scalability and flexibility
are the name of the game in online retail.

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE
»» TIE delivers new functionality to the market
10x faster than the competition
»» The company is attracting market-leading
customers like Telco/retail leader T-Mobile,
which replaced its Oracle-based system
running on eight different machines with
TIE’s OpenEdge-based SaaS solution

For 14 years, Progress OpenEdge has
empowered TIE to continuously evolve and
adapt its ecommerce solution. TIE adapts and
deliversits state-of-the-art SaaS-, Cloud-,
Mobile- and Social Media-enabled applications
t—today’s
successful retailers must have a solid online presence with a reliable
to diverse markets around the globe.

ERCE SOLUTION AT THE HEART OF LEADING RETAILERS
STRATEGY

“ Projects that take some of our
customers or competitors three to four
months to complete can take us just one
to two weeks. The ROI is unmistakable
to our customers and it is directly
attributable to our underlying Progress
architecture.”
Jan Sundelin, CEO, TIE Kinetix

E-Commerce platform to deal with the growth. Online consumer spending
up 17% in the 1st quarter of this year and the European E-Commerce market
CHALLENGE
to grow 12%
the coming years. But as the business of E-Commerce
READ annually
THE CASE STUDY
Continuously deliver a fully
e speed of light and customers’ requirements constantly change, scalability
integrated, scalable and modern
y is the
name
of
the
game
in
online
retail.
9
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E-Commerce solution

D AIR EXPRESS OF NEW ENGLAND

www.progress.co

INDUSTRY: TRANSPORTATION | HEADQUARTERS: THE UNITED STATES

LAND AIR EXPRESS OF NEW ENGLAND
GROWING AT TRIPLE-DIGIT RATES
Using a Progress OpenEdge-based logistics
management solution, Land Air Express of
New England has grown to become one of the
premier carriers in the Northeast. The OpenEdge
application drives every key process from
dispatching to accounting.

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE
»» LandAir has more than tripled its revenue
from 25 million in 2001 to 80 million in
2013, and more than doubled employee
count from 350 employees to 765

R SUPPORTS RAPID BUSINESS GROWTH AND
»» OpenEdge flexibility helped the company
SES REVENUE WITH THE FACTS SYSTEM
add $3 million in FROM
net revenues by deploying
a single new feature
EXPANDING IN ALL DIRECTIONS
R LOGISTICS

“ The system has lived up to our needs and
expectations, supporting our growth
and enabling our success each step
of the way.”
Dave Bush, Director of Business Processes,
Land Air Express of New England

»» LandAir has significantly increased
An OpenEdge user for over 12 years, the company
™
Air Express
of
New
England
first
implemented
the
Carrier
Logistics
FACTS
productivity
and
efficiency
levels
has realized tremendous growth, expanding its
across
all of North
America.
ion & business
logistics
solution
back
in 2001, the company was bracing for the

ucking recession. Believing survival and success would hinge on running
CHALLENGE
ficient and
strategic
business possible, the company chose to invest in
READ
THE CASE STUDY
Bracing for the inevitable
The decision paid off almost immediately. By replacing its outdated manual
trucking recession, Land Air
h FACTS,
Land Air automated its entire operation, eliminating upwards
of 10
needed
the
ability to run the most
10
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sitions off the bat. The organization was able to easily absorb the surge of
efficient and strategic business

INDUSTRY: FOOD & BEVERAGE | HEADQUARTERS: RUSSIA

PEPSICO RUSSIA
MAXIMIZING OPERATIONS

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE

PepsiCo’s broad range of food and beverage
products can be found in 98% of the retail
outlets across Russia. Today, the company’s
Progress OpenEdge-based business
applications are helping maintain its position
as the #1 beverage brand.

»» PepsiCo Russia is optimizing its sales
execution, service, merchandising
and operations

SS OPENEDGE PROVIDES HIGH PERFORMANCE, LOW
architecture has enabled successful
LIABILITY AND ADAPTABILITY »» Open
integration with third-party systems

mes a day, in 200 countries around the world,
consumers
are satiated
»» OpenEdge
has continuously
delivered with
MAINTAINING MISSION-CRITICAL SYSTEMS
high performance,
reliability and lowwas
total
d and beverage products. The Company’s flagship
brand, Pepsi-Cola,
cost of ownership
OpenEdge powers a number of systems,
of the
first and most popular American products to hit the Soviet market.
including the most mission-critical system,
Co’s broad
range
of food (PS&D).
and beverage
Pepsi Sales
& Distribution
PS&D is products can be found in 98% of the
a modern
system used by 1,700 people that
s across
Russia.
handles all sales, dispatch, A/R and warehouse
management
administration.
superior
sales
execution, service, merchandizing

“ PepsiCo has never experienced a critical
incident with Progress OpenEdge that
resulted in data loss…We are really
satisfied with the quality of the
Progress OpenEdge development and
deployment platform.”
Leonid Mironov, Business Solutions Delivery,
Manager, PepsiCo Russia

eve
and operations, the
pends on the Progress OpenEdge application development and deployment
CASEmission-critical
STUDY
s biggestREAD
andTHE
most
system is the Pepsi Sales & Distribution
tem. Built on Progress OpenEdge in the 1990s to collect and process
“PepsiCo
has never
ders, 11
its functionality has expanded substantially. Today it is usedGet
byMore
1,700
Information and Free Resources.
Visit progress.com/innovation
experienced a critical
the software handles all sales, dispatch, accounts receivable and warehouse
®

®

INDUSTRY: WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION | HEADQUARTERS: THE UNITED STATES

COMMON MARKET
CLOSING THE GAP

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE

LY CONSCIOUS
FOOD
LOCAL
The gap between the farm
and theDISTRIBUTOR
consumer
»» CommonCONNECTS
Market has grown business
has continued to widen, particularly in cities.
20-fold, with sales growing at an annual
RS AND
THE
COMMUNITY
HELP OF FOOD
Six years
ago, Common
Market created anWITH THE
rate of 57%
infrastructure to connect schools, hospitals
»» OpenEdge meets Common Market’s high
X CLOUD
AND
PROGRESS
and groceries
to good
food grown by local OPENEDGE
®

sustainable farmers.

®

standards for transparency and traceability
across
operations to them. But
were
available

e would choose fresh, nutritious food if it
RAPID
BUSINESS
GROWTH
ely forSUPPORTING
many, that
is not
an option.
Over the years, the gap between the farm
Common
Market automated
its entireThe consequences have been particularly
sumer
has continued
to widen.
operation using a cloud-based food
es andmanagement
the mostsystem
vulnerable
communities.
running on OpenEdge.

“ Our sales grew from $100,000 in 2008 to
$1,700,000 in 2013. That’s an average
annual growth rate of 57% over six
years. It would have been impossible
to realize this level of growth without …
Progress OpenEdge.”
Tatiana Garcia-Granados, Co-founder,
Common Market

CHALLENGE

To serve more customers and
ensure total transparency and
traceability across its business

the Progress OpenEdge system runs
o-cityToday,
problem
is what Tatiana Garcia-Granados and her husband, Haile
purchasing, pricing, invoicing, inventory
et outmanagement
to overcome
six years
ago. In 2008, the two founded Common Market
and real-time
sales reporting.
Common Market needed to
to establish a distribution link between threatened local farms and urban
replace its manual operations
THE CASE
es lackingREAD
access
to STUDY
affordable and healthy, fresh food. Today, the company
with a more sophisticated,
e infrastructure to connect public and private schools, hospitals, universities,
automated approach to busine
res and
farmers.
12 workplaces to good food grown by the region’s sustainable
Get More
Information and Free Resources.
Visit progress.com/innovation
management.
th just a few farms and customers six years ago, Common Market has made

INDUSTRY: LOGISTICS | HEADQUARTERS: BELGIUM

ZUIDNATIE
NAVIGATING AROUND THE COMPETITION
Competing in Europe’s second largest port—the
fourth largest in the world—requires efficiency
and agility. With containers accounting for
more than 40% of maritime traffic at the Port
of Antwerp, having a streamlined process for
moving containers through customs and onto
their final destinations is imperative for longterm success.

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE

“ With the automation and new efficiencies

»» Zuidnatie streamlined customs paperwork,
accelerating shipments from four days to
less than one hour.

afforded by the system, we are executing

»» Increased 24x7x365 productivity
and efficiency helped reduce headcount
by 50%.

previously—and we are doing so without

all of our customs-based activities with
only one-third of the resources required
any disruption to our business.”
Marc Stijleman, CFO, Zuidnatie

over 20 years, Zuidnatie has relied on its
atieFor
drives
Long-term success and
Progress OpenEdge-based solution to manage
logistics, warehousing and accounting operations.
titive
advantage with organi and
By automating its entire operation and gaining
flexibility to customize the solution as market
essthe
software
needs change, Zuidnatie has continued to realize
significant business benefits.

onductingREAD
a successful
business in Europe’s second largest port—
c h a lle n g e
THE CASE STUDY
largest in the world, requires efficiency and agility. With containers
Continue to evolve and maximize its
13
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existingVisit
operations
to meet market
g for more
than 40% of maritime traffic at the Port of Antwerp,
having

MAKES PROGRESS
INDUSTRY: FOOD PRODUCTION | HEADQUARTERS: THE UNITED STATES

INSERT CUSTOMER
PHOTO HERE

PERO VEGETABLE COMPANY
STREAMLINING OPERATIONS
AND REDUCING COSTS

THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE
»» Pero has reduced its end-of-year inventory
process from 24-30 hours to seconds.

“ …Our operations are much more
streamlined and improved. Now I don’t

Pero Vegetable Company, Inc., a world-class
have to pay to have people around the
vegetable grower uses a Progress OpenEdgeclock loading trucks. When I first arrived
»» By streamlining operations, the company
based inventory management system to
decreased its staff from 50 to 20 people and
at Pero, we had a shipping department of
maximize operations and support business
eliminated an entire shift, significantly
growth. The system easily integrates with
50 people…[Now] I run the department
reducing costs.
leading front-end
systems and
Unlikebusiness
most manufacturing
and distribution organizations, produce companies
with under 20 people. The cost savings in
provides critical supply chain visibility.
»» Pero achieved a 99.5% accuracy rate on

SUPPORTING BUSINESS GROWTH WITH ROBOCOM

face unique challenges and issues due to weather
product
freshness.
The
outboundand
shipments,
increasing
customer

manpower alone has been tremendous.”

With its OpenEdge system, Pero successfully
C H A LLE N G E
satisfaction.
complications
andsquare
related
of running a growing company in the produce
scaled from a 40,000
footuncertainty
facility to
Preston Fletcher, Director of Plant Operations,
Expand its distribution operations to
Pero Vegetable Company
one of 300,000 square foot. In addition, Pero
industry
make it critical to exercise complete control over inventory and distribution
achieve aggressive growth plans
has implemented the system in two facilities
and plans to use
it inVegetable
another.
processes.
Pero
Company, Inc. (Pero), a world-class grower, packer, and

distributor
vegetables
headquartered in Del Ray Beach, Florida, had aggressive plans
READ THEofCASE
STUDY
to grow its business and, consequently, needed to expand its distribution operations.
14

S O LUTI O N

The RIMS inventory management
®

system from Progress Application
®

Partner Robocom

Get More Information and Free Resources. Visit progress.com/innovation

Pero contacted a consultant with a long history of working with food and

INDUSTRY: INDUSTRIAL PRINTING | HEADQUARTERS: THE UNITED STATES

SERIGRAPH
Serigraph achieveS BuSineSS
growth
THE POWER OF
PROGRESS OPENEDGE
The
challenges
of managing a business with
» Serigraph the
has doubled
its fulfilled
and
a competitive
edge »with
help
of
hundreds of franchises is extraordinarily
promotions and reduced promo cycles
app technologieS
and progreSS
Software
complex.
Serigraph, a market leader providing
from 13 to six weeks
on average
IMPROVING THE BOTTOM LINE

“ There are very few companies that can
manage the entire process from order

c h a lle
g e to manage
through shipment.
Ourn
ability
Support customers’ requirements for speed-to-

the entire process under one roof on an

Point of Purchase (POP) solutions to the Quick
market of promotional and Point of Purchase
»» Serigraph is achieving 99.9% fulfillment
integrated basis
is a huge
Service Restaurant
(QSR),
retail
and other
(POP) materials
and advantage
improved services to
Managing
any
business
is difficult. But
the challenges of managing a business
accuracy
consumer products industries, understands
for our customers.”
their franchisees
withall hundreds
can
be
extraordinarily
complex.
The
this
too well. of franchisees across North»America
» The company has grown by 15%
Kevin Newton, E-Business Systems

s o luti o n
effort involved
inProgress
coordinating
marketing efforts, point of purchase materials, and in-Architect, Serigraph
Serigraph
relies on a
OpenEdge-based
online fulfillment and project management
Worked with Progress Partner
store
promotions
while
assuring
that
all
elements
of
a
campaign
are
in
the
right
place
solution to pull together everything it needs
App Technologies to add complimentary
to
its customers’
promotions—from
components to existing web-based fulfillment
atsupport
the right
time is massive.
To add to the complexity, more stores and restaurants are
beginning to end.
and project management solution by recently

running localized promotions which also require support. Streamlining the processes for

communication
delivering the required products and services to customers in a timely,
READ THE CASEand
STUDY
efficient way are vital to maintaining success in today’s fast paced, on demand world.
15

adding online catalog ordering functionality

B e n e F it

Doubled number of local and national
Get More Information and Free Resources.
Visit progress.com/innovation
promotions
fulfilled per year for existing

Serigraph, a market leader providing Point of Purchase (POP) solutions to

customers; reduced promotional cycle from 13

INDUSTRY: HEALTHCARE | HEADQUARTERS: NORWAY

CONSOLIDATE
ENSURING HIGH PERFORMANCE
AND RELIABILITY
Reliability is simply critical in a hospital.
For 20 years, Consolidate has relied on
Progress OpenEdge as the platform for its
tremendously successful and reliable Merida
healthcare application.
Used by almost all Norwegian hospitals, more
than 5,200 people use Merida today to manage
more than $1B in medical equipment and handle
50,000+ work orders each month. The company
attributes much of the application’s success to
the benefits of the underlying platform.
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THE POWER OF PROGRESS OPENEDGE
»» The ongoing stability and reliably of
OpenEdge has positioned Merida as
a trusted solution
»» OpenEdge requires little to no maintenance,
which saves Consolidate’s customers
time and money since very few have onsite
IT support.

“ Rather than being constrained by
technology, OpenEdge actually gives us
the freedom to do what we ‘want’ versus
what we ‘can’.”
Einar Rasmussen, CEO, Consolidate AS

Get More Information and Free Resources. Visit progress.com/innovation

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO SPARK INNOVATION IN
YOUR BUSINESS, PROGRESS OPENEDGE CAN HELP.
Whether you want to take advantage of new features or functionality, or explore the possibilities of SaaS,
Cloud and Mobility, Progress can get you there. Explore our trusted portfolio for building business applications
on-premise and in the cloud.
Progress OpenEdge – Accelerate Application Development
with an Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
With over 30 years of experience, Progress® OpenEdge®
is one of the most powerful, reliable Integrated
Development Environments (IDE) for building highperforming, multi-platform systems.
Progress OpenEdge IDE is compatible with any database,
user interface (UI) and operating system. More than 47,000
businesses in more than 175 countries run applications and
webclients on the OpenEdge development platform.

Progress Rollbase – Reduce Time-to-Market with Rapid
Application Development (RAD). Progress® Rollbase® is a
cloud platform for the development and delivery of mobile
and cloud-based business applications using point-andclick, drag-and-drop tools with minimal coding. Rollbase
delivers on the promise of rapid application development
(RAD), making application creation much faster than
traditional software development methods.

To get started, visit www.progress.com or call 1-800-477-6473.
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PROGRESS SOFTWARE
Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that simplifies the
development, deployment and management of business applications on-premise or in the cloud,
on any platform or device, to any data source, with enhanced performance, minimal IT complexity
and low total cost of ownership.
WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
Progress Software Corporation, 14 Oak Park, Bedford, MA 01730 USA
Tel: +1 781 280-4000 | Fax: +1 781 280-4095
On the Web at: www.progress.com
Find us on |

progresssw |

progresssw |

progresssw

For regional international office locations and contact information,
please go to http://www.progress.com/contact-us
Progress, OpenEdge and Rollbase are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation or one of its affiliates
or subsidiaries in the U.S. and other countries. Any other marks contained herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
© 2014 Progress Software Corporation. All rights reserved.

